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i was able to get those messages turned off by selecting the general
options tab and clicking the activate button. i noticed that when i clicked
that button, a message appeared saying, you have not configured any
locking/activation settings for this application. i had simply forgotten to
set it to display. i found this to be a bit misleading. i also noticed that

when i clicked that button, a message appeared that said, you have not
configured any locking/activation settings for this application. this was not
true, as i had just set the activate button to activate code for an existing
code. the confusing message seemed to indicate that i had not set the

activate button to activate any code, even though i had. i noticed that the
activation button did not activate all of the code listed. in fact, it only

activated the key that was in the list, not all of them. i also noticed that
when i went to the general options tab, the activate button was greyed

out. my first reaction was to check the status of the locking and activation
settings. the settings were showing as active, but i noticed that there was

a warning message that said, you have not configured any
locking/activation settings for this application. my only option was to

deactivate the locking and activation settings, and it worked like a charm.
whenever i went to the activate button, it would activate all of the code
listed. this was far more effective than the previous option, which only

activated the first key listed. the most important aspect of the locking and
activating settings is that they do not lock any of the code. this means

that if there is a mistake in the code, it will not automatically stop the plc
from running. in most cases, you can easily correct the issue before the

plc runs. in some cases, you will need to run the plc without the
locking/activation settings activated, in order to perform the correction.
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a user with no experience
will set up his controller

without any problems and
is done in less than an

hour. once connected to
the pc the controller will

show all the available
devices including the

programming cable. plug
the cable into the device

and send the
configuration data to the

controller. the simatic
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s7-1500 software allows
the setup of any number
of devices and controllers

through the factory
interface. any changes

are immediately pushed
to the controller. once the
end-to-end configuration
is complete the controller
will have its new unique
name. the controller can

be programmed anywhere
from any pc with a

computer mouse, the only
requirement is an

external ethernet cable.
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because of the size of the
device there is no space
limitation in terms of the
cable length. the device

will program the
controllers with no

problems even if the
factory network is

different from the desktop
network. all the

functionality of the
controllers is available

through the factory
interfaces. there is no
separate programming

application. you can leave
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all the change
management and file
management to the

factory as there is no
window software to install

or have to update. with
the s7-4306 i/o controller,

which is part of the
s7-4406 plc, plcx(®)

software can be set up
and used to manage

applications and
automatically control

decentralized i/os via the
built-in ethernet interface

on the i/o controller. in
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addition to the s7-4306,
the s7-4606 is also
available. it is an i/o

controller with a built-in
ethernet interface. the
s7-4306 includes the

s7-4306-u configuration
software and the

s7-4306-i user application
for automated control of

decentralized i/os.
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